YOU ARE THE EMPLOYER EVEN IF YOU’RE NOT: JOINT EMPLOYMENT UNDER THE MIGRANT AND SEASONAL AGRICULTURAL WORKER PROTECTION ACT

I. INTRODUCTION

Farmer Fred was a farmer based in California’s San Joaquin Valley. He used a number of farm labor contractors to obtain workers during various seasons of the year for work such as harvesting and preparing trees and vines of the fields for the upcoming crop year. Farmer Fred did not know that one of his farm labor contractors was going through a divorce and closed his business, bounced a check to his workers’ compensation carrier, and failed to pay his employees their final paychecks. Also unknown to Farmer Fred, one of that farm labor contractor’s employees had filed a workers’ compensation claim and the rest of the employees filed complaints with the Department of Labor under the Migrant and Seasonal Agricultural Worker Protection Act (“MSPA” or “the Act”) for payment of their final wages. The Department of Labor investigated the farm labor contractor and found violations of MSPA because the farm labor contractor has not paid those final wages, the contractor’s workers’ compensation insurance had expired, and the insurance company consequently rejected the filed claim.

Even though Farmer Fred was unaware that the farm labor contractor had shut down, had not paid its employees, and had not maintained adequate workers’ compensation insurance, the Department of Labor
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still went to Farmer Fred and advised him that he was liable for what the farm labor contractor failed to do. Farmer Fred did not hire the workers, control them in any way, and he had fully paid the farm labor contractor for the labor, but in the end, Farmer Fred still paid over $100,000 in unpaid wages and penalties and was then responsible for a significant workers’ compensation claim.

Unfortunately, agricultural businesses often find themselves in this exact unexpected situation, even though they believe that they are complying with all labor and employment rules and regulations, or that farm labor contractors are complying with obligations under state and federal law, including MSPA. These agribusinesses are generally unaware that they can be—and often are—deemed under MSPA the joint employers of all agricultural workers hired by the farm labor contractor and, correspondingly, can be held liable for their labor contractor’s violations of wage, hour, and other employment laws. This conundrum arises because MSPA does not mention the concept of “joint employment” in the language of the statute. The concept of joint employment is mentioned only in the regulations created by the Department of Labor as a guide to enforce MSPA. Courts have interpreted these regulations as making farmers joint employers for most any violation of the Act, regardless of whether the farmer is involved in the hiring or payment of the farmworkers.

Agribusinesses and farmers are typically unaware that under MSPA the courts have increasingly made joint employment determinations.
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Therefore, farmers do not take steps to protect themselves and limit their potential liability. In the example involving Farmer Fred, to avoid the fate he experienced, farmers can create and execute agreements with both the farm labor contractor and the Department of Labor prior to the performance of any services by the contractor’s farmworkers. Farmers can limit liability by including liability and indemnity provisions requiring the farm labor contractor to comply with state and federal employment laws—including MSPA—and allowing inspections by Farmer Fred and the Department of Labor. As a result, the farm labor contractors are then held responsible for the unpaid wages, fines and penalties as well as resolving the workers’ compensation claim.

This Comment will demonstrate that even with a joint employer determination, farmers and agribusinesses can limit their liability and exposure under MSPA by initiating strong, transparent monitoring agreements with the Department of Labor and labor contractors. Part II explores the background of MSPA and provides the foundation of the joint employment rule under the Act. Part III analyzes the increasing use of joint employment to enforce MSPA and the problems that farmers and agribusinesses face. Part IV provides recommendations for creating enforceable agreements with the Department of Labor and the farm labor contractor so that the farmers and agribusinesses may limit their liability under MSPA. Finally, Part V concludes that although farmers and agribusinesses are found as joint employers, they may limit their liability by incorporating the various agreements.

II. BACKGROUND OF THE MIGRANT AND SEASONAL AGRICULTURAL WORKER PROTECTION ACT AND THE BASIC REQUIREMENTS OF JOINT EMPLOYMENT

As a response to immigrant farm worker conditions and the realization that farm labor contractors exploited migrant workers, Congress enacted the Farm Labor Contractor Registration Act in 1963 with the intent to (1998) (providing that the joint employment rule was created by the Department of Labor to enforce MSPA and that the Department of Labor broadened that standard by issuing the related regulations in the Code of Federal Regulations).
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provide a remedy for mistreated migrant workers.\textsuperscript{21} Congress determined that this law still left migrant and seasonal workers vulnerable and thus created MSPA as a replacement.\textsuperscript{22} MSPA went into effect in 1983 and specifically regulated the agricultural employment relationship between migrant and seasonal workers and their employers.\textsuperscript{23} It was designed to protect migrant and seasonal agricultural workers by ensuring proper wages, hours, housing, and other working conditions.\textsuperscript{24} 

MSPA makes specific reference to the distinction between an agricultural employer and a farm labor contractor, but left out any reference to joint employment.\textsuperscript{25} Under MSPA an agricultural employer is an entity or individual who owns or runs a farm and hires other individuals for services on that farm.\textsuperscript{26} On the other hand, a farm labor contractor is an individual or entity, other than an agricultural employer, who receives payment or other consideration for providing farm labor contracting services.\textsuperscript{27} Such contracting services include recruiting and hiring migrant and seasonal employees to work on the farm, as well as providing their transportation and wages.\textsuperscript{28} For the purpose of agriculture, such contracted farm work includes, but is not limited to, planting, packing, harvesting and processing any sort of agricultural commodity.\textsuperscript{29} Generally, a farmer or agribusiness would hire a farm labor contractor, who would in turn provide laborers to work on the farm.\textsuperscript{30} Farmers typically hire labor contractors with the understanding and intent that the labor contractors will be the sole employer of the
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farmworkers; however, joint employment is commonly found between the contractor and the farmer.\textsuperscript{31}

Currently, MSPA imposes liability on farm labor contractors, requiring them to register with the Department of Labor, which issues a corresponding certificate as proof of registration.\textsuperscript{32} The Act requires that the certificate of registration be readily available upon request and that farm labor contractors must display the certificate to all potential employers and employees.\textsuperscript{33}

The farm labor contractors and agricultural employers must provide to their workers, in writing, pertinent information regarding wages, hours, housing, workers’ compensation (as applicable in their state), and other working conditions.\textsuperscript{34} The contractors and employers are required to provide employees with their payroll records, which must be kept for three years, as well as wage statements for each work period.\textsuperscript{35} If the contractors and employers provide housing and transportation for workers, such housing must meet any and all applicable standards set forth by each state regarding health and safety.\textsuperscript{36} Additionally, all transportation must conform to the applicable standards and follow all licensing and insurance requirements.\textsuperscript{37}

In determining compliance with MSPA, the Department of Labor may regularly enter and inspect facilities and may subpoena employment records and examine witnesses regarding potential violations.\textsuperscript{38} In addition to the Department of Labor’s own efforts in determining compliance, farmworkers can notify the Department of Labor of potential violations.\textsuperscript{39} Violations of MSPA can result in criminal and administrative sanctions.\textsuperscript{40} Criminal sanctions can be up to a $1,000 fine or one year in prison, or both, for a first time violation, and up to a $10,000 fine or three years in prison, or both, for all subsequent
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violations. Additionally, a $1,000 fine per violation may be imposed under the civil section of the statute. Violations may also result in judicial enforcement, such as injunctive relief, so that the employer performs certain actions to rectify violations. Farmworkers may also initiate a private action against farm labor contractors and/or joint employers, regardless of the amount in controversy, the citizenship of the parties, or whether administrative remedies have been exhausted.

A. The Joint Employment Rule under MSPA

The definition of “employ” is the same under MSPA and the Fair Labor Standards Act (“FLSA”), which governs employment situations generally. FLSA was initiated by Congress to protect the rights of workers and to ensure adequate labor conditions. Both MSPA and FLSA were designed to protect workers; however, MSPA specifically applies to agricultural work and issues while FLSA generally applies to all employment, agricultural or otherwise. An individual is considered employed pursuant to MSPA and the FLSA if an entity enables the individual to work, or if the individual is economically dependent on that entity.

Courts often use the Code of Federal Regulations (“CFR”) as the guideline for enforcing MSPA. The CFR consists of general rules and guidelines published by various agencies and departments of the federal government, providing guidance in enforcing statutes. The specific agency that regulates MSPA is the Department of Labor. As such, the
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Department of Labor created a series of regulations to help enforce MSPA, which later became codified in the CFR. The CFR recognizes that joint employment relationships often exist in the agricultural realm. Therefore, while the term “joint employment” is not defined in MSPA itself, courts apply the CFR definition. Thus, under the CFR, joint employment describes the circumstance where an employee is deemed, under the law, to be simultaneously employed by two or more entities.

Whether joint employment exists in a particular situation is a factual question determined on a case-by-case basis, and is dependent on the actions of the farm labor contractor and the farmer. Each and every entity or individual deemed a joint employer has an equal responsibility in ensuring that their farm workers are afforded appropriate protections—meaning as joint employers, both the farm labor contractor and the corresponding farmer or agribusiness are responsible. Joint employment occurs if the economic reality is that the laborer depends on both the farm labor contractor and the farm or agribusiness for employment. If the labor contractor and the farmer have no real overlap in employer responsibilities, then a joint employment situation should not legally exist; therefore, the farmer employs only the farm labor contractor, who is the sole employer of all farmworkers. Joint employment, therefore, should be found only when it could be determined by the facts of the case that the farm labor contractor and the agribusiness or farmer both act as employers to the farm workers.
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B. Determining Whether Joint Employment Exists Under MSPA

The economic reality test and the Title VII joint employment test are used to determine whether a joint employment relationship exists between an independent farm labor contractor and an agricultural employer. The courts most commonly use the Department of Labor’s economic reality test, as detailed in the CFR, to determine joint employment. Recently, the court in the Eastern District of Washington, applied an alternative test, the Title VII joint employment test, in E.E.O.C. v. Global Horizons, Inc., 23 F. Supp. 3d 1301, (E.D. Wash. 2014), which provided factors that are virtually identical to that of the economic reality test.

1. The Economic Reality Test

The economic reality test considers various factors to determine whether joint employment is present: (1) the level and degree of the employer’s control over work performance; (2) the employee’s potential for loss or profit depending on the managerial skill involved; (3) the employee’s equipment or material investment or whether the employer hired other employees; (4) whether the employee’s services require a certain level of skill; (5) the duration of the employment relationship; and (6) the degree to which the employee’s tasks are integral to the employer’s business.

All of these factors are further divided into two categories: regulatory or non-regulatory factors. Regulatory factors include the degree of control over the work, degree of supervision, whether indirect or direct, over the farmworkers; determination of pay rates; modifying or determining employment conditions, such as hiring and firing of employees; and preparing payroll and paying wages. Non-regulatory factors include the degree of employee’s potential for loss or profit depending on the managerial skill involved; the employee’s equipment or material investment or whether the employer hired other employees; whether the employee’s services require a certain level of skill; the duration of the employment relationship; and the degree to which the employee’s tasks are integral to the employer’s business.
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factors include whether the work was performed on the farmer’s or agribusiness’s land;\textsuperscript{71} the dependence on managerial skill for profits and/or losses;\textsuperscript{72} the farmer’s or agribusiness’s investment in equipment used by the farmworkers;\textsuperscript{73} whether the work requires any sort of special skill;\textsuperscript{74} whether the work serves an integral part of the business;\textsuperscript{75} and the permanence and duration of the employee relationship.\textsuperscript{76} Many courts viewed only the regulatory factors as relevant to determining an employer-employee relationship as opposed to the non-regulatory factors.\textsuperscript{77} Non-regulatory factors do not always determine who actually employs a particular worker even though these factors may be useful when considering whether an individual is an employee.\textsuperscript{78}

\textit{i. Regulatory Factors Under the Economic Reality Test}

Regulatory factors consider whether a farm or agribusiness regulates the employee’s work conditions, and hold more weight in determining whether a joint employment relationship exists.\textsuperscript{79} In \textit{Aimable v. Long & Scott Farms}, 20 F.3d 434 (11th Cir. 1994), the court determined that exercising control dealt with a “specific indicia of control” as opposed to abstract notions of control.\textsuperscript{80} When a farmer or agribusiness exercises control over the work performed, as manifested in controlling the harvest and planting schedule or in determining the method of all work performed, this strongly indicates a joint employment relationship.\textsuperscript{81} For example, specific indicia of control include delegating tasks, hiring decisions, and designing the overall structure of management.\textsuperscript{82}

The \textit{Alviso-Medrano v. Harloff}, 868 F. Supp. 1367 (M.D. Fla. 1994) court held that general instructions given to a labor contractor are not
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enough to constitute control. Regularly coming to the fields is not enough to indicate a farmer or an agribusiness acted in a supervisory role, particularly if no direction was provided during those field visits. Additionally, minimal oversight alone does not constitute supervision; the supervision must be continuous and directly related to the farmworkers’ tasks. Supervision comes in the form of commands and directions on-site at the fields and overseeing the farmworkers’ efforts, but does not need to be directly communicated to the worker. Instead, such direction may be indirect and communicated to the worker through a foreman.

If a farmer does not directly determine the farm workers’ wages, this indicates that joint employment is not present. The farmer may still be liable, however, if they have some role in establishing pay rates. Pay rates are not limited to just the employee’s compensation, but may include other benefits such as insurance, social security, and worker’s compensation. The court must consider how large a role the farmer has in determining payment. For instance, in Fanette v. Steven Davis Farms, LLC, 28 F. Supp. 3d 1243 (N.D. Fla. 2014), the farmer indirectly established employee pay rates by deciding that the harvest work would be compensated by how much produce was picked. The farmer had already determined the rate of each fruit; therefore, the employee was then paid based upon how much he or she harvested as opposed to how many hours he or she worked, which was sufficient to demonstrate that the farmer substantively determined pay rates.
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A farmer’s lack of managerial control over employees may also indicate a lack of joint employment. The district court in *Torres-Lopez v. May*, 111 F.3d 633 (9th Cir. 1997), found that giving general harvesting instructions alone, such as which field to begin harvesting, is not enough to satisfy this element. The *Fanette* court clarified that when the farmer has the power to place workers where the farmer wants, as well as decide when and how much of the produce need to be picked, these were enough to be indicative of joint employment. In addition, the power to veto decisions regarding hiring and hours worked was considered adequate to establish a right to hire and indicate joint employment.

Lastly, the regulatory factor of preparing payroll or directly paying wages is indicative of joint employment. If the farmer has a direct role in the process of payroll, this strongly denotes that the workers are economically dependent on that farmer. This indicator is based on the assumption that a labor contractor is unable to prepare payroll on the contractor’s own, demonstrating that the labor contractor lacks the necessary economic substance to be the sole employer of the farm workers. If there is no evidence of the farmer or agribusiness having a role in paying wages or payroll, this generally means that the relationship does not extend to that of employer-employee.

### ii. Non-Regulatory Factors Under the Economic Reality Test

In contrast to the regulatory factors, many courts find that the non-regulatory factors are only useful to ascertain whether the farm labor contractor, not the farmworker, is an employee of the farmer or agribusiness. The profits and losses based on managerial skill, the use of equipment or materials owned by the farmer or agribusiness, and the necessity of special skill are often factors the court has recognized as
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irrelevant. In *Alviso-Medrano v. Harloff*, 868 F.Supp. 1367 (M.D. Fla. 1994), the court held that the question of profits and losses only signifies the farmworker as an employee and does not specify who is the employer. *Aimable v. Long & Scott Farms*, 20 F.3d 434 (11th Cir. 1994) made a similar finding, holding that the investment of equipment or materials required for a task merely implies that the individual was an employee but does not show who employed them.

Generally, courts find that there is little to no skill in harvesting or planting produce. This low skill level helps demonstrate that the employee is performing work of a sort for an employer—whether the farmer or the labor contractor. However, this element is often viewed as essentially irrelevant because it does not establish whether the farm labor contractor or the farmer is the true employer of the worker. Some courts have found that certain non-regulatory factors held a little more weight in determining whether a joint employment relationship exists. For instance, without the farmer’s land, there would be no question of employment, because the employee could not conduct farm work without the land. Therefore, it is useful to note whether the farm work occurred on the farmer’s land to establish whether the farmer could have a more central employer role. The court in *Charles v. Burton*, 169 F.3d 1322 (11th Cir. 1999) found that there is a presumption
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that the farmer owning the land will have some control over the worksite, even if the actual hiring and supervision may lie in the hands of labor contractors.\textsuperscript{112} It should be noted, however, that if the workers had no knowledge that they were working on the particular farmer’s land, they likely did not rely on that farmer as their income source or even realize that the farmer or agribusiness had any significant role in their employment.\textsuperscript{113}

The permanency and duration of the working relationship helps determine whether the farm labor contractor, as opposed to the agribusiness or farmer, truly employed the farmworkers.\textsuperscript{114} The longer the farmworker works at the same farm, the more likely the agribusiness or farmer would be deemed as a joint employer.\textsuperscript{115} Some courts have concluded that working during a single harvesting season was enough to satisfy this factor as opposed to working for several years.\textsuperscript{116} This conclusion is based on the idea that agriculture is a seasonal business and although employments relationships may only be for a single season, that relationship lasts throughout that entire timespan.\textsuperscript{117} Other courts have held that such a short period, sometimes only thirty days, was not enough to establish permanency.\textsuperscript{118}

A worker performing a task that is integral to a farmer’s or an agribusiness’s production is more likely to be economically dependent on the farmer or agribusiness.\textsuperscript{119} Work such as harvesting and planting is a crucial element to the success of agribusinesses and leans toward a joint employment relationship.\textsuperscript{120} Pre-harvest work and line-jobs
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involved in the process of picking are both substantive enough to be deemed an integral part of the business.\textsuperscript{121}

Joint employment depends upon “the economic reality of all the circumstances” rather than upon any single factor in particular.\textsuperscript{122} In other words, it depends on whether the farmworker economically depended on the agribusiness or farmer to receive all benefits due to that farmworker as an employee.\textsuperscript{123} Additionally, these factors are not exhaustive and various courts have considered other factors, depending upon the specific circumstances of the case.\textsuperscript{124}

2. The Joint Employment Test under Title VII

The Eastern District of Washington recently applied a joint employment test under Title VII in \textit{E.E.O.C. v. Global Horizons, Inc.}, 23 F. Supp. 3d 1301, (E.D. Wash. 2014), which provided factors that were virtually identical to those of the economic reality test, with the exception of employee taxes.\textsuperscript{125} Title VII is the title given to the federal statutes regulating equality among employment.\textsuperscript{126} For Title VII to apply, the defendant of the case must be deemed as an employer.\textsuperscript{127} In \textit{E.E.O.C. v. Global Horizons, Inc.} a labor contractor supplied workers from Thailand for work on an orchard.\textsuperscript{128} The Thai workers filed hundreds of complaints of discrimination to the E.E.O.C. because of the actions of the labor contractor.\textsuperscript{129} The E.E.O.C. brought suit on behalf of the Thai workers against the labor contractor and the orchard as joint employers under Title VII.\textsuperscript{130} The court in \textit{E.E.O.C. v. Global Horizons, Inc.} felt that the economic reality test under MSPA would be appropriate to determine whether joint employment existed between the labor
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\textsuperscript{123}Antenor, 88 F.3d at 932; 29 C.F.R. § 500.20(h)(5)(iii) (2015).
\textsuperscript{124}Reyes v. Remington Hybrid Seed Co., 495 F.3d 403, 407 (7th Cir. 2007).
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The focus of the court was to evaluate the amount of control the hiring party has over the work provided. \(^{132}\) "E.E.O.C. v. Global Horizons, Inc." added a specific reference to tax treatment, which is implied under other factors of the economic reality test through the control over payroll and related factors such as worker’s compensation. \(^{133}\)

C. Exemptions to the Joint Employment Rule Under MSPA

Two main exemptions to the Act exist: the family business exemption and small business exemption. \(^{134}\) If either exemption applies to a particular business, the business is not subjected to MPSA or required to follow the regulations detailed within the Act. \(^{135}\) The family business exemption applies solely to family-owned farms where only family members perform labor. \(^{136}\) Courts have interpreted this language to mean that the farmer and his or her immediate relatives must complete all work on the farm. \(^{137}\) If the farmer employed anyone not designated as immediate family, it would defeat the exemption. \(^{138}\)

The small business exemption applies when the farmer does not use more than a total of 500 man-days during the previous calendar year between the various employees. \(^{139}\) For the purpose of this calculation, a “man-day” is any day in which an employee works for at least one hour; therefore if two employees work for at least one hour on a single day, this would be considered two man-days. \(^{140}\) These man-days cumulate to form the total 500 allowed. \(^{141}\) This limitation is strictly analyzed and
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\(^{140}\) See 29 C.F.R. § 780.305(a) (2015).

\(^{141}\) Id. (explaining that 500 man-days would be “the equivalent of seven employees employed full-time in a calendar quarter”).
construed against the farmer due to the Act’s remedial nature. With such a small amount constituting a day of labor, MSPA is likely to apply to all but the smallest farming entities.

III. THE APPLICATION OF JOINT EMPLOYMENT

Under MSPA, farmers and agribusinesses have increasingly been held as joint employers with farm labor contractors, imposing liability on contractor and farmer alike. After extensive factual analyses, courts are more often than not finding that a joint employment relationship exists. Therefore, farmers must be cautious in entering service agreements with labor contractors so as to limit ultimate liability and responsibility for the actions of the labor farm contractors.

A. The Increasing Use of Joint Employment Doctrine to Enforce Compliance

Only about six court decisions analyzing joint employment have found no such relationship, and those decisions are now outdated, with the recent trend finding of joint employment. The most recent court that decided against joint employment made its decision over ten years ago in 2003. All other courts since 2003 have found that joint employment was present. Farmers and agribusinesses must limit their
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liability if they do not want to be held responsible for the actions of farm labor contractors, especially since courts are commonly making a finding of joint employment.\textsuperscript{150}

**B. The Rare Instance in Which Joint Employment is Not Found**

The few courts that found no existence of a joint employment relationship did so only after great consideration to the facts of the case before making a determination.\textsuperscript{151} *Aimable v. Long & Scott Farms*, 20 F.3d 434 (11th Cir. 1994) determined that the farmer involved was not a joint employer because only two of the eleven factors analyzed were indicative of a joint employment relationship.\textsuperscript{152} In this case, the farmer, Long & Scott Farms, dealt almost exclusively with their labor contractor and rarely with the workers except for providing land in which they worked.\textsuperscript{153} The farmer did not in any way actually control the worker’s employment.\textsuperscript{154} On the other hand, the court in *Torres-Lopez v. May*, 111 F.3d 633 (9th Cir. 1997) disagreed with *Aimable*, feeling that the court in *Aimable* overemphasized the non-regulatory factors.\textsuperscript{155} The court in *Torres-Lopez* believed that *Aimable* might have confused the issue of joint employment by emphasizing the dependence on the contractor over the farmer.\textsuperscript{156} *Torres-Lopez* felt the real issue was not on whom the worker most depended, but how the worker actually economically depended on both the contractor and the farmer.\textsuperscript{157}

The court in *Charles v. Burton*, 169 F.3d 1322 (11th Cir. 1999) held that any one factor is not determinative of joint employment, and MSPA should be construed broadly due to its remedial nature.\textsuperscript{158} The *Charles* court found that one of the parties qualified as a joint employer, but the
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other did not because the workers were only economically dependent on the one party.\textsuperscript{159} This case involved three entities: the farm labor contractor; Burton, the farmer; and Little Rock, the produce packinghouse.\textsuperscript{160} Burton hired Little Rock to package the harvested snap beans and cucumbers, agreeing with Little Rock that Burton would supply all of the necessary labor—Burton then hired the farm labor contractor to actually supply the workers.\textsuperscript{161} Burton was also responsible for directing the workers to different fields to harvest.\textsuperscript{162} Little Rock’s main contribution was to provide the boxes used to harvest the snap beans and cucumbers; otherwise, it had little influence over the workers.\textsuperscript{163} The farm labor contractor had violated the vehicle insurance requirements and Burton had no knowledge that the farm labor contractor had inadequate insurance.\textsuperscript{164} The farm workers filed suit after a truck had overturned, killing several workers and causing serious bodily injury to others.\textsuperscript{165} The court consequently held that Burton was liable as a joint employer because Burton’s role met many of the factors, but Little Rock was not a joint employer because the workers were in no way economically dependent on Little Rock.\textsuperscript{166} This case demonstrates the recurring problem of holding farmers liable even when the farmer may not be aware of his role as a joint employer.\textsuperscript{167}

In \textit{Martinez-Mendoza v. Champion Int'l Corp}, 340 F.3d 1200 (11th Cir. 2003), only two of the seven factors analyzed indicated there might be a joint employment relationship: the fact that the farmworkers worked on Champion’s land and that there was no special skill necessary for the farmworkers’ tasks.\textsuperscript{168} The court felt these factors weighed heavily against a joint relationship because there was no indication that Champion had any actual control over working conditions.\textsuperscript{169} Because of its limited role, Champion was not liable for the MSPA violations of unpaid wages and unpaid overtime committed
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by the labor contractor.\textsuperscript{170} In \textit{Howard v. Malcolm}, 852 F.2d 101 (4th Cir. 1988), the court found that Malcolm had demonstrated very little control over the farmworkers.\textsuperscript{171} It believed that the two strongest factors, unskilled labor and Malcolm’s signed contract with the labor contractor, indicated that the labor contractor would be liable for Malcolm’s crew.\textsuperscript{172} Therefore, the circumstances under which a court has determined there is no joint employment is very limited.\textsuperscript{173}

\textbf{C. Problems Farmers and Agribusinesses Face Because of Joint Employment}

A joint employment determination can trigger the imposition of automatic liability upon the farmers for the farm labor contractors’ misconduct.\textsuperscript{174} An agribusiness or farmer cannot simply create a shield by hiring a farm labor contractor and giving that contractor direct oversight over workers.\textsuperscript{175} Additionally, it is difficult for a farmer to foresee how a court may rule because there is no bright-line threshold for how many factors are necessary or which factors will be used to establish joint employment status.\textsuperscript{176} The courts appear to be encouraging joint employment through its rulings as a way to help ensure that if a violation occurs, then at least some entity will be held responsible.\textsuperscript{177} However, protection of farmworkers in this respect may be failing to adequately protect farmers and farm labor contractors who did not contribute to the harm.\textsuperscript{178} Farmers can take steps themselves to ensure their own adequate protection.\textsuperscript{179}
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IV. RECOMMENDATIONS

A farmer must protect himself against unintended joint employment status to avoid potentially catastrophic liabilities and losses if one or more of the farmer’s labor contractors violate MSPA.\textsuperscript{180} When a farmer hires a farm labor contractor, he must first confirm that the labor contractor has the proper licensing under MSPA.\textsuperscript{181} It is also necessary for the farmer to ensure that the farm labor contractor will comply with MSPA; otherwise, the farmer will be culpable for every violation the farm labor contractor may commit.\textsuperscript{182} To prevent liability as a joint employer, the farmer should enter into agreements with the Department of Labor or the farm labor contractor, preferably both, to limit the farmer’s liability.\textsuperscript{183}

There are certain practices that the agricultural industry should consider to ensure compliance by the farm labor contractors and avoid liability due to the complexity and unforeseen problems of joint liability.\textsuperscript{184} Farmers, agribusinesses, farm labor contractors, and the Department of Labor can create different types of monitoring agreements to avoid unintended joint employment status.\textsuperscript{185} These agreements can work with the full cooperation of the Department of Labor to make sure liability is imposed against those who have actually contributed to the harm.\textsuperscript{186} In fact, in California’s Central San Joaquin Valley, a few enterprising and proactive agribusinesses have begun incorporating such agreements with the full cooperation of the Department of Labor already.\textsuperscript{187}
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A. The Compliance and Self-Monitoring Agreement with the Wage and Hour Division of the Department of Labor

Recently, the Department of Labor has begun using compliance and self-monitoring agreements with select agribusinesses in California’s Central Valley. It intends to use this type of agreement as a model for further agreements with farmers and agribusinesses in the western United States. A compliance and self-monitoring agreement recognizes that the agribusiness or farmer is an agricultural employer under MSPA, and promotes farmer and labor contractor compliance with MSPA. Additionally, the agreement includes a stipulation that prior to using the farm labor contractor, the agribusiness has taken reasonable steps to ensure the farm labor contractor has registered with the Department of Labor and is authorized to act on behalf of the agribusiness. This type of stipulation helps limit the liability of the agribusiness as a joint employer.

The farmer or agribusiness may contract with the farm labor contractors so the contractors provide all necessary transportation training to farmworkers. The farmer can agree to comply with all MSPA transportation requirements, including identifying vehicles used, maintaining insurance on those vehicles, ensuring those vehicles pass safety inspections, and proving that all drivers have a valid driver’s license.

The farmer would be protected from liability for farm labor contractors’ misconduct by including provisions that the farm labor contractor must assume responsibility in complying with MSPA. Such compliance should include following the same procedures with transportation. The farmer may also conduct random inspections to ensure that neither the agribusiness nor its employees are using transportation not covered under MSPA. The farmer can enter into a
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written agreement to provide annual training regarding the requirements of MSPA with its employees and farm labor contractors.\textsuperscript{198} Providing such training will ensure that all employees are well aware of the rights and protections attributed to them under MSPA.\textsuperscript{199}

This agreement helps establish a good faith effort to cooperate and work with the Department of Labor to foster full and complete compliance with MSPA by the agribusiness and the farm labor contractors.\textsuperscript{200} The agribusiness recognizes in writing that the agreement was not a waiver to the Department of Labor’s right to investigate the premises, enforce MSPA, and enact any penalties associated with violations.\textsuperscript{201} Enacting such an agreement with the Department of Labor helps guarantee that the agribusiness is doing everything in its power to comply with MSPA and display to the Department of Labor that the agribusiness is taking all reasonable steps.\textsuperscript{202}

\textbf{B. Agreement for Farm Labor Contracting Services}

The agribusiness or farmer may also enter into an agreement with the farm labor contractor to make certain that the contractor is following MSPA.\textsuperscript{203} An “Agreement for Farm Labor Contracting Services” between the agribusiness and the farm labor contractor establishes the responsibilities of the farm labor contractor.\textsuperscript{204} Under this agreement, the farm labor contractor agrees to be licensed pursuant to MSPA requirements and to provide proof of that license.\textsuperscript{205} The farm labor contractor then agrees to act in good faith to be in full compliance under MSPA and all other applicable state and federal laws.\textsuperscript{206}

The contractor, therefore, ensures that it will follow all transportation requirements, housing protocols, safety and health regulations, and provide necessary training as needed to enable compliance with those
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regulations under MSPA. The agreement designates the farm labor contractor as an independent contractor of the farmer and that the agribusiness or farmer have limited control, direction, and supervision under the agreement, ensuring that the labor contractor and not the farmer or agribusiness would be liable for all actions completed. It also requires the contractor to demonstrate and verify compliance with MSPA and other federal and state wage, hour and employment laws, along with providing documentation satisfying each of the obligations set forth in the agreement and MSPA. Such an agreement will specify exactly what contractors are responsible for under MSPA, which can include contractor registration and the necessity of providing workers all necessary information, insurance, and proper wage statements. The agreement also gives the farmer or agribusiness the right to inspect (both scheduled and random inspections) the farm labor contractor to ensure that the contractor is in compliance with MSPA and other state and federal laws and regulations. Enacting such an agreement and requiring the contractor to demonstrate and verify compliance with MSPA along with all state and federal wage and hour laws will better protect the farmers and agribusinesses from unexpected liability.

V. CONCLUSION

MSPA was enacted to protect migrant and seasonal agricultural workers by ensuring that employers provide adequate protection and follow all laws. Farmers and labor contractors have often been found as joint employers under the Act, meaning farmers are liable for their contractors’ actions. Joint employment is largely determined by how much farmworkers economically depend on the farmers as opposed to the labor contractors and courts most often will deem both liable when there is any semblance of reliance upon the farmer. This decision occurs because if the court determines that a farmer or agribusiness satisfied various factors under the economic reality test, such as having
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managerial control, the court then deems the farmer as a joint employer with the farm labor contractor. But, even as joint employers, farmers can still limit their individual liability through agreements with both the Department of Labor and labor contractors to ensure contractors are complying with MSPA. As a result, the seasonal and migrant workers will still be protected, but it will be the labor contractor—the entity who hired the workers in the first place—that is ultimately responsible for compliance with MSPA, proper compensation, and protections to farmworkers.
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